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ABSTRACT
Polymer matrix composite reinforced with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been received signifi cant attention due 
to their potential for exceptional mechanical, electrical, thermal, and optical properties. The enhancement of ulti-
mate mechanical properties of CNT reinforced polymer composites is governed not just by the properties of the 
two phases but by spatial arrangement of the CNTs, their interfaces with the matrix, and the local changes in the 
polymer structure and properties in the vicinity of the CNTs. We use molecular dynamics simulations to character-
ize the effective interaction between CNTs via the polymer matrix that govern their aggregation. We fi nd that the 
short-range interaction is governed by the interactions between the perturbations the CNTs cause on the polymer 
density. We also quantify how these short range perturbations of the polymer structure affects their local mechan-
ical response and that of the composite as a whole.
